
Baby Cotton Bonnet
Yarn: 30-40g 100% cotton yarn in
total (DK or fingering), Color A and
B (yellow and grey) for a plain hat or
Color A and C (yellow and orange)
for a stripy hat
Needles and tools: 3mm straight
knitting needles and a set of 3mm
DPNs (or a long 3mm circular nee-
dle for magic loop), 8 stitch markers,
tapestry needle
Necessary technique: knit, purl,
knit 2 together, i-cord, applied i-cord
Gauge: 26-28 stitches and 40 rows for 10cm in plain stockinette stitch
Size: Newborn (0-3months)
To fit: Approx. 35-40cm head circumference
Finished size: 27cm at cast-on edge, 15cm height

ABBREVIATIONS
Repeat between * *, st - stitch, RS – right side, WS – wrong side, k - knit,
p - purl, DPN - double pointed needle, k2tog – knit 2 stitches together

CAST ON
Start with Color A. With 3mm straight knitting needles or a long circular
one, cast on 72st. Work plain stockinette stitch as follows:
Row 1 (RS): Slip 1 st, k until the end
Row 2 (WS): Slip 1 st, p until the end
For a stripy hat, knit 3 rows in stockinette stitch and Color A, switch to
Color C for 4 rows and continue switching colors like this until the work mea-
sures approx. 9cm from the cast-on edge, but ending with 3 rows in Color
A. Switch to Color C before joining to work in the round.
For a plain hat, work with Color A until the work measures 9cm from the
cast-on edge.
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In both cases, join to work in the round using DPNs or continue with a cir-
cular needle, placing a marker at the beginning of the round. Continue with
stockinette stitch in the round:
Round 1 – 4 (Plain round): K all st
During the last plain round place the rest of the markers 9 st from the be-
ginning of the round and after every 9 st.
For a plain hat, work the rest of the body of the hat with Color A.
For a stripy hat, continue knitting and decreasing, switching colors in the
same manner, after 4 rounds of Color C and 3 rounds of Color A. To main-
tain nice stripes, after switching colors, knit one round with the new color
normally. At the beginning of the next round, pick the first stitch of the old
color and place it back on your left needle, next to the first stitch in the new
color. Knit these two stitches together and continue. This technique will not
interfere with the decreases, since they are not made at the beginning of a
round until the very end. You may only notice some elongated stitches at
the beginning of the round.

DECREASING
Decrease round: *k until 2 st be-
fore the marker, k2tog* until the
end
Next round (Plain round): K all
st until the end
Knit another plain round.
Knit one more decrease round fol-
lowed by 2 plain rounds and then
continue repeating one decrease
round, one plain round, until there
are 16st left.
Next round: k2tog until the end

FINISHING
Cut yarn leaving a long tail, thread the yarn into a tapestry needle and pass
it through the remaining stitches, then secure it firmly.
Make an i-cord, 20cm long, and then continue with applied i-cord on the cast-
on edge. Match one row of i-cord to one st of the body of the bonnet. After
covering the edge completely, continue with the regular i-cord for another
20cm and bind of all st. Using Color B for a plain hat or Color C for a stripy
hat, apply an i-cord of 3st to the side edges of the part that was knitted flat
or crochet one row of single crochets. Again, match one row of applied i-cord
to one row of the body. Weave in all ends, covering the corners neatly.
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